
#

29

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6004 207 N/A N/A 31" 9 3/8 34.5" 6.96 4.30 114" N/A

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

FS
DOB (Age)

11-30-87 (30)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Seibert, Austin

TEAM

Miami Dolphins10–2nd–PHI
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

South Florida (FLSO)

Prospect (Last, First)

Allen, Nate

2017: @ LAC 09/17, vs NO 10/01, vs TEN 10/08, @ ATL 10/15, vs NYJ 10/22

55
Winning %

55%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2010- 13 games played and started, 3 INT, 8 PDs (Career High), 1 FF, 2 Sacks (Career High), 
and 48 tackles. 2013- Career High 16 games played and started, 1 INT, 7 PDs, 1 FF, 1 Sack, 

and 82 tackles (Career High). 2014- 15 games started and played, 4 INT (Led Team, Career 
High), 5 PDs, 1 FF, 3 FR, 1 Sack, and 62 tackles.

An 8th year player who only played and started 7 games for the Miami Dolphins in 2017 as he missed 9 games
with a calf injury. Under defensive coordinator Matt Burke, he was aligned at both safety positions in various

coverages that included cover 1, 1 robber, 2, 3, and 4. He has adequate size as his height (6004), weight (207),
arm length (31"), and hand size (9 3/8") are all below the 50th percentile for a safety. Displays overall solid AA as
he has solid foot quickness, agility with his hip movements, and explosiveness when he changes direction while
demonstrating good balance. Solid in Off-Man coverage when asked to come down and play as a SS to cover TEs
as he displays good mental processing to understand route combinations pre and post-snap, he mirrors TEs well
vs Out routes, Posts, Post-Corners, and Curl routes, and he does a good job of staying in phase. When specifically
playing Off-Man vs WRs, he does a good job of keeping a good pad level, trusting his eyes, displaying solid
footwork, and good COD vs Slants, Quick-Outs, Posts, and Go routes. He displays solid competitive toughness and
play strength in both Press and Off-Man coverage as he competes at a high level, is consistently physical, and is
mentally tough enough to eliminate any mistakes (0 penalties in 2017). Good in Zone coverage due to his good
mental processing to understand formations, route combinations, and read run/pass both pre and post-snap,
does a good job of pattern matching Posts, Post-Corners, and Go routes, good at reading the QB eyes in Cover 1-4
as a FS, and is good at dropping to a spot when asked to play SS in Cover 2-4, C1 robber. He displays good range
with ease as he is able to get to the ball from either the hash or the middle of the field, able to cover 2 vertical
routes as the single high safety, and is able to cover outside Go routes or Post-Corners from a 2 high look. He
displays good competitive toughness and play strength in Zone coverage as he is physically tough, mentally tough,
and consistently competing at a high level. When in run support, he has solid mental processing in recognizing
run, takes solid angles, and displays solid competitive toughness as he shows the willingness to get involved from

10+ yards away as a FS and when playing in the box as a SS. Displays solid angles and competitive toughness
when having to make an open field tackle. In Press-Man coverage, especially vs TEs, he struggles with getting
leverage at the top of routes as most TEs will be physically stronger/tougher than him and win with their
competitive toughness. Adequate LOS skills due to his adequate hand placement, marginal strength, and adequate
ability to disrupt a TE/WR at the LOS. Marginal ball skills due to adequate ability to track the ball, marginal ability
to locate, and poor strength vs both WR and TE at the catch point as he fails to separate the ball. Adequate in run
support as he does not make an impact when he gets to the right spots due to marginal ability to disengage
blocks, marginal ability to tackle ball carriers, and an adequate ability to finish in run support. Marginal open field
tackler as he has marginal form when tackling due to consistently diving, keeping his head/eyes down, not
bringing his arms through, and whiffing on tackles by going too high on bigger ball carriers. Displays adequate
play strength vs run as he does not finish well, does not win his 1 v 1 battles, and loses at the POA. Adequate
blitzing ability as he does not display the timing, speed, ability to avoid/shed, or the finish to be a consistent
threat when asked to blitz. Overall, a starting FS you can win in spite of due to his AA, Off-Man coverage, range,
and Zone coverage skills. His ball skills, LOS skills, lack of run support, marginal open field tackling, and marginal
blitzing limits him from being a starter you can win with.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

100
Games Started

83
Games Won

Ball Skills, Run Support, Open Field Tackling, LOS Skills, Blitzing

PROJECTION A starting FS you can win in spite of due to his AA, Off-Man coverage, range, and Zone 
coverage skills. His ball skills, LOS skills, lack of run support, marginal open field tackling, and 
marginal blitzing limits him from being a starter you can win with.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Athletic Ability, Off-Man Coverage, Range, Zone Coverage

WORST

SS, FS

A primarily Zone coverage defense that also mixes in some Off-Man coverage would allow 
him to display his abilities as a FS.

2010- Neck (Weeks 10-11), Right Knee, Ruptured Patellar Tendon (Weeks 16-17 - IR) 2011- 
Right Knee (Weeks 1-9), Concussion (Weeks 10 - OUT, 11), Hamstring (Week 15) 2012- 
Right Hamstring (Weeks 1, 6-8, 9 - OUT, 10), Shoulder (Weeks 3, 14-15) 2013- No Injuries 
2014- Hamstring (Weeks 9 - OUT, 10), Ankle (Week 13) 2015- Right Knee, Torn MCL 
(Weeks 2-9 - OUT, IR), Right Knee (Weeks 14-17 - OUT) 2016- No Injuries 2017- Right Calf 
(Weeks 9-17 - OUT, IR)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


